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' : - ' CHAPTER I :
INTRODUCTION

Although the word "automation1' is new -- haying been 
coined within the last decade -- the idea is not. Auto- - 
matic machines'.in some form haye been in existence since 
the beginning of the industrial revolution. ' Evans built 
an automatic flour mill ..near Philadelphia in 1784. Jac
quard "s first automatic loom: was exhibited in l8 0 1, and
by 1812 there were eleven thousand operating in France
:: ' ■■■' . '■ ■ ■ - alone, : . •

Until recently the development of ..automation has been 
nonetheless ■ sporadic and has followed along two general, 
lines. One has been the development of automatic mater
ials -hand!1ng devices to speed the flow of materials and 
parts in the manufacturing process. This line of attack 
is exemplified by the assembly line, which was pioneered 
and brought to its highest development by the automobile 
industry. The other line of attack has been the develop
ment of special-purpose machine tools which,can automat
ically carry out a complicated .series-'of operations to 
produce some specific product.

Superior numbers, when they appear in the text, are 
the numbers of references given in the bibliography.

1
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.'While many of these' speeial-purpose machine . tools have 
- been marvels 'of ingenuity and have resulted in remarkable 

economy of ■ operationy . their f ield:'of application has been 
strictly limited by the fact that they can make nothing but 

:: the one product - they were designed to make. . If it ' becomes
necessary to make even minor changes in the end product, it 
is usually cheaper to :build an enfire:new machine than to 
modify the existing machine 1 This limitation'has led to a 

■ new line, of attack, the development Of automatic controls 
for general purpose machine tools.

Mechanically controlled machine tools, such as turret 
lathes, have .been in existence for some time,, but the number 
and complexity of operations these machines can perform are 
limited , and the long set-tip times , involved have further 
limited their field of application. Within the last decade, 
however, advances 'in computer and servomechanism technology 
have made possible the development of truly versatile con
trols for general purpose machine'tools, . . 1  ' ■

•These new automatic controls fall roughly into two gene 
'. era! categories, the main distinction between these categor

ies being the form in which the Instructions are presented 
. to the machine, Th the contour-follower machine, the in
structions consist of an example of the desired end product. 
•The machine senses the conheurs of this, example, and con
trols its cutting heads to reproduce these contours. This 
type of machine has proved very useful in many cases, but
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it has several serious limitations. The most serious lim
itation is that this type of machine generally cannot be 
used if production of the finished product requires a ser
ies of operations, as, for example, a series of roughing 
and finishing cuts. This limitation is overcome in the sec
ond type of machine, the numerically controlled machine 
tool. . In.this type of machine the instructions for pro
ducing the end product are converted into numerical code, 
and these -coded instructions .are presented to the machine, 
usually in the form of punched cards or tape. The machine 
translates these instructions and carries out the operations 
indicated. Thus the number of operations that can be car
ried out is virtually unlimited, and the complexity of 
these operations is limited mostly'by the characteristics 
of the tool, rather than the control.

• The first important work in numerically controlled ma
chine tools was done at Massachusetts Institute of Technol
ogy: under an Air Force contract, starting in 195.1 • This 
work resulted in the construction of a. numerically control
led milling machine of far greater capabilities' than any

; ' : ■■ ' -■ .. « automatic machine tool using other control principles. This
MIT system was economically impractical, requiring, as it
did, the use of the multi-million-dollar Whirlwind computer
to control a relatively simple machine tool, but it was of
great historical .significance in demonstrating for the first
time the enormous capabilities of numerical control,
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^he first practical system based on the MIT work was 
the Humericord system, developed jointly by General Elec
tric and Giddlngs and Lewis. This system Is very expensive 
and complex, but has found wide application in the control, 
of skin and spar milling 'machines in the aircraft Industry. ■ 
So- •successful was 'the Humeri cord system, in fact, that bth- . 
er manufacturers quickly followed with their own systems, 
'and the investment of the aircraft industry in numerically 
controlled milling.machines is already In the tens of mil
lions of dollars bracket. ' •

The spectacular possibilities of numerical control, as 
shown in the aircraft industry, naturally aroused great in
terest, and it has been estimated that there are now over
three hundred and fifty companies ,carrying out research and

10 ' ' : •% '. ■ ' ' : development in this field. This work has led to the an
nouncement of several systems,of varying capabilities, but 
apparently none.have yet met with any great commercial suc
cess. Information on these new systems, and on the work • 
being done by other companies, has been very scarce. About 
all that can be safely said is that the general trend has 
been toward the development of more eoonomlcal controls for 
smaller machine tools, and that, as yet, no one has succeed
ed in producing a truly low cost, simple, and reliable con
trol for small machine tools. It is toward the design of 
just such a control that this thesis, is- aimed.'. . .



The numerical control systems so far developed have 
fallen Into three classes -- the positioning.control, the 
straight cut control) and the contouring control. The po
sitioning control is: used to position either the tool or 
work prip.r.-to. a; cut;. ;v>:'The':dn.ly i^ort;aht-.thing is the final • 
position; how the tool or work gets there is relatively 
unimportant. The straight' cut - control controls the movement • 
of the tool or work to produce a straight cut between two 
points along one dr more axes, of the''machine. ' Here, in con
trast to the positioning control, the path of the tool or 
work must be controlled, and overshoot cannot be tolerated. • 
It is with this type of control that this thesis is con
cerned. The contouring ,control is the most complex of the 
three types and can produce contoured cuts by causing.simul
taneous movement along more than one axis and<. controlling 
the relatlye velocities along the various .axpS'<>

As has been stated, the straight cut control must be 
able to Stop at a particular position with no - overshoot• '
This requirement has resulted in the use of various types 
of overdamp e d servo, posit Toning ' b ont ro1s to control the . 
movement of the tool or work. While such systems,have been 
successfully designed, they have resulted in considerable 
complexity and cost in the control system, and in a general 
reduction of the speed of operation of the system. There- 
fore, the purpose of this thesis investigation has been: to
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determine if a braking system could be devised such that 
the stopping time tiould be reliably predicted, thus sim
plifying the control.system;. and, if such a braking sys
tem could'be found, to take advantage of this fact to de
sign an entire.control system that can be produced at a - 
. considerably lower cost thap any- other presently available 
system. .That:'this objective has been achieved, the remain- 
deroof this thesis will endeavor to show. So far as can be 
ascertained from literature' searches and personal contacts, 
this - approach is unique and.original.



. CHAPTER II . ; : / '.
■ ' TOOL DRIVE .;SYSO?EM

2 ,1  Statement of Problem
:■... This 'system Is designed, to be a ■straight cut . control, 

which is' defihed as. a* system which can make a straight cut 
along one axis of the machine at a time, between two speci
fied. points. This specification.requires that there be no 
motion in any axis except that in which the cut is being . 
made, and thit there be ho overshoot at the end- of the cut . ' - 
The first requiremeht' can'be. met by locking the drive screws 
in all axes exbept that 'ih which the cut is being made, For 
exartiple, -when making a longitudinal cut on a lathe, this re
quirement would be met by locking the cross-feed screw.
Such locking devicespare provided, on any machine tool, and 
need not be considered here, beyond noting that'some form of 
electrical actuator would be needed to engage and disengage 
these locking devices. The no-overshoot/requirement can be . 
met by designing the tool drive as an overdamped positioning 
servo. This approach has beenpSuecessfully used, but has 
the drawback that it is necessary to. put up with slow re
sponse, or else considerably increase the cost and complex
ity of the system by.; addingt some sort of compensation. .

The basic idea from which this thesis evolved was that 
it might be possible to find some sort'of braking system



such that the stopping time of the motor could be reliably 
. predicted. If this, stopping time could be predicted, it 
would:be possible3 by adding the proper sort of anticipation- 
into the control, to run the motor at full speed to a point 
just befere the desired stopping point, then brake the motor 

. quickly to a stop at the desired point, within some speci
fied accuracy.. in ■, ; . -
2 .2  Mathematical Investigation 
: ' The first point ..that must be decided is the accuracy 

to which the stopping distance must be predicted, i.e., the 
. accuracy to which the tool can work. Most authorities on • 
machining agree that +.001" is about the.best,accuracy ob-
p : "n * , : ' -1 * • -. i • '..''V.- ; '■ ■■ : ''talnable with a cutting tool,: . .. This limitation arises from 
-the\ fact that ' .the roughness of - the surface produced by a 
cutting .tool is such that measurement to an accuracy of 
'greater ' than +.;00ln is meaningless., .. Where greater accuracy . 
is called forv grinding or honing.are required. Therefore, 
the design objective will be a positioning'accuracy of

- Next, it is necessary to determine the,feed rate at
. Which this- accuracy must be. obtained. Feed rates are de
pendent on two factors, cutting speed and workpiece, diam- 
•eter in the case of lathes, or'cutter diameter in the case 
of milling machines. Cutting speed in turn is dependent on 
type of material, and accuracy, or quality of finish desired. 
-Variations in material and workpiece (tool) diameter,are
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mostly compensated for by varying the speed of rotation of - 
the workpieoe, (tool)^- leaving the feed rate mostly dependent 
on the desired accuracy or quality of finish. .
■ ' ''Feed rates generally run from - a maximum of 2 0"/min. to

a minimum of 0 .1!,/mj.n., with speeds above 5”/min.. considered 
roughing;'.cuts, and speeds below 5"/min. considered finish
ing . cuts. Sinee + 0 0 1 accuracy is the best obtainable, this 
accuracy will. Obviously correspond to a finishing cut.' The 
accuracy necessary for a roughing cut is harder to specify, 
as standards vary considerably. However, it appears that if 
a feed rate above .5 ''/min:. is accepted as the definition of a 
roughing cut, +.01" will be the greatest accuracy needed. On 
the basis of all these facts,- it seems practical to use the 
following values for preliminary design work. •

TYPE OF CUT •
AVE FEED RATE

MAX REQP 
ACCURACY

Finishing : . li!/mln. ■ • + .001"
Roughing 10"/mln. ' + .01"

- ' TABLE I '
Preliminary Design'Specifications

The next, step is. to choose, the, feed screw gear.- ratios, • 
Which will'in turn depend on motor speeds. In general, frac
tional horsepower: DC:mdtdips: ea.n ;;be . controiled by 'armature • 
voltage control over a range of gOO to 3500 RPM^ so it seems 
reasonable to take 2000 RPM as the average motor speed. Then, 
for a 10"/min. feed, the.gear ratio\ must be such that one 
revolution = 10 /20 0 0 = .005".:/ Then, to achieve 01" accuracy.
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It will''be necessary to predict motor stopping- distance with 
an accuracy or * 2, revolutions.. ;

V The l',/mln. finishing .rate, can be achieved two ways.
The gear ratio can be decreased by a factor of ten,; so that - 
l̂ '/ltilhl will correspond to: 2000 RPM, In which case 1 = 001" 
will cbnrespdnd to +2 revolutions. Or the same gear ratio , 
can be:used and the.motor slowed down to 200 RPM; In which ■ 
case an accuracy of -t.OOl" would correspond to + .2 revolu- ; 
tion. V«/hich method is most desirable will depend primarily 
on the stopping accuracy; obtainable. So it appears that 
tests of stopping accuracy of various systems must be made.
; " Before such tests can be 'made it must, be: decided what 
size and type of motors are to be used. As for sizel.it is 
ijmpossible-'io maKe : anygeneral calculations, as the torque 
and power required; will vary widely with various machines?
For example, to move a large, heavy:work table on a milling 
.machine will obvidusly .require more power than to move a 
relatively small tool slide on a lathe. However, previous 
work along this line indicates that a 1/4 horsepower motor.; ' 
will be quite sufficient for all but very large machines, 
and that a 1 /8 horsepower mOtor will be sufficient for most 
smally general purpose m a c h i n e s . ■ : ■ . .It

Ahother factor to be cohsldered is the relative .merit 
: of AC and DO motors, The AC motor has: the disadvantage that 
a complex a.nd expensive gear box; or electrical control is ; 
necessary to; Obtain a wide range of feed speeds. With a DC
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motor, no more than:two or throe gear ratios should be'need- 
• ed, ■ with the intermedlateis'peeds, provided by a: relatively 
inexpensive speed.controlv; Oh the other hand, there is the 
possibility that the AC system might be cheaper. As it 
turns out, the difference in cost .between AC and DC motors 
in the fractional horsepower range is negligible. The DC 
motor requires a variable voltage supply, but. the cost of a 
thyratron controller is far less than that of the extra 
gearing needed for the AC system. So it appears that the 
DC motor, system will be both cheaper and more convenient. 
■2.3 Experimental-Investigation - Part I

The object of the investigation, was to determine the . 
accuracy to which the stopping distance of a motor can be 
predicted with various braking,systems. . The: motor chosen 
for the first part of the investigationwas a 1/8 hp, 24-VDC, 
1750 RPM,'shunt motor. This motor was chosen because the 
■ .'speed and power rating were in the right range and the motor 
•was readily available. In designing an actual system a 
different voltage-or speed-torque characteristic might be 
desirable, but there is no reason to expect that such char
acteristics should have any particular effect on the braking 
characteristics. The braking characteristics of the motor 
tested should be typical of any motor in the same general 
,speed, and power range. . -

The simplest method of .stopping:-a motor is , simply to 
shut off the.power and let it coast to a stop, but this



,would, obviously be too slow. The next simplest method is 
dynamic braking, disconnecting the armature from the power 
source, and shorting:the. armature across a resistor5 ,so that 
the kinetic energy..of the armature will be dissipated in the . 
resistor, bringing the mot or:to a quick stop. The fastest 
stopping is achieved by shorting the armature directly, so 
that all the rotational enengy is dissipated in the.resis-' .v: 
tance of the armature itself, and this was the method used.

2.51 Set-up and procedure it:-: -
To determine the stopping distance .an Electro Model 

4900 proximity "pickup was 'Set :ttp’ as a revolution counter.
The output of the proximity pickup,' one pulse per revolution, 
was applied to an electronic counter through a relaying sys
tem in such a manner that the counter started counting at the 
same instant the braking relay was closed.
>;/ It was desired to load:tke motor in a manner simulating , 

the load provided by a cutting tool being, driven through 
metal.. Very little -quantitative :information is available on 
the forces acting on a cutting tool, and about all that can 
be safely- said 1s that the torque required'at the feed screw 
will in some manner be proportional to the feed pate, and 
for any particular feed,rate.the torque will be dependent on 
material and depth of cut. There is another force to be con
sidered, that due to the inertia of the tool slide or work 
table. ■However., this will; not directly affect the motor, 
since the gear' train Is a werm.drive, .which transmits' power



.· . .', 

·~ ' 

···.· 13·. 

. ln one· direction 'only. The~e:rore,. the kinetic energy '·o:r the 

·tool' siide or work table will be'dissipated ih gear friction 

' .. ·. 
·.,'. 

A:_,load ·torque proportional 'to· speed can·· be simply .ob-·. 

.. , ' 

- tained_ by driving a, .. _ generator with\ a ·resis.tance l_oad. .Ne.;_ · ., · 
J • • • 

glectin~ lo~ses, the_ to:t;"que nece~sa:ey to drive. a DC genera,.~ 
....... 

tor is given.by' · 

::: T = 
I ·-

torque, ft··dps, · E = generator voltage, 
load current, n· =: gene:rat.o:r .. ~p~ed, RPM -

' ,, . ··.' ' ,. . . 
. :·· ., ' ''. ,.• 

But· generated voltage ·is· p~oportional t.o speed, 

: ·E_:::;; ·:Krt. · 
·,. 

and. i:r the ·load; resistance· ia R-
. ' . . . . ' '•.' . ~ ' ' ·:·. : .: .. ': ' ,' . 

_I-_= E/R =·Kn/R·. 
. 

•• • "!' .• 

- .. ··· ·. 2 2 . · .. · •.. 
T :::· ·T--~Ol!:5 K n /Rn =. K' n _ 

(2 •. 1) 

- ( 2 •. 2): 

There is no way 6r knowing if thiS t'orq1:1e is ·Pr()por-
'" 

iional ~·0 sp.eed· in the :same._ma~ne:;r:o ·as t,he i;;orq\].e .. :tor a to.ol 
. . . ,'·, ·. '. ' ' ·. : ', . . _ .. 

· ·drive, but it is a. first'. approximation, as good a one as 
.... ·.· . . ,,.•, ... ·. . . ·, .. '' . . 

can be. :round without ·_'l1a;\hri'g-::·a -machine tool on· which to run 
. . - ' . . ', ' . ' 

.. :-' ; . '. : ."• 

The complet_e _<;.ircuit' qf' ·the expetifrnemtal set.-"-up is 
.·. . .. 

snowri in Fig. 2.1. :wh:en swit.ch·· S~ is closed, relay K.1 .:picks 

....... 

:.up·, applying vo1~.a~~- to the moto~. armature .and r~lay K2 .. · 
. ·. ~ : ' . 

picks .u:p,_.groundine?·the ·inp'tlt t().-the counter. wtJ;eh s1 _is 
'· . . , , I ,•' , .. • ··. , . 

. opene~, · K1 shorts. the mptop. armature and relay :K2 appli;es 

the. output o_f t_he- piclq.lp t9 the ,coun~er. . Thus mo·tor rev-
.... ··: .... · .. •·, 
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elutions- are counted only during the interval in which the 
motor is being braked to a stop.' The differentiating cir
cuit .was necessary to shape the pulses for proper operation 
of the counter. The counter was a specially built unit, 
loaned to the author by the Department of Physics, Univer- 
' sity of Arizonav' Instrumentation was provided as shown . 
to measure field current for both machines,. armature cur
rent and voltage for the motor, and motor speed.

- The experimental,- procedure was to run the motor at six 
speeds at 500 RPM intervals from 1600 to 3500 RPM, and at 
various :loads from no-load to approximately twice rated out
put. At each speed and load■combination the motor was braked 
to a stop ten times, the- stopping distance being recorded 
each time. There were, 29 speed and load combinations, giving 
a total, of 290 observations, 
t 2 .32 Data reduction" ' .

In analyzing the data, the basic problem is one in three 
variables.. The'independent variables are motor speed, which 
..corresponds to feed rate, and load, which corresponds to var
iations In material and depth of cut. The dependent vari
able is ■stopping distance., There will of course be other 
variables which cannot be directly controlled, variations in 
wind resistance,'bearing friction, relay closing time, etc., 
but -It is expeoted ■that,, these variations, as well as experi
mental error, will- be mostly random, and that the variations 
In speed and lo§d,,$ill be the controlling Variables.
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The first step in analysis was to determine the statis
tical correlation of stopping distance to speed for constant 
load. To put it another way, given a certain load, (i.e., a 
certain'materiaT and depth of cut) to what accuracy can 
stopping distance be predicted as. a function of speed? To 
answer this question it was necessary to use statistical cor
relation techniques to find, for .each load, the best curve 
of stopping distance versus speed, and the staridard error of 
estimate for this curve. For reasons to,be discussed later 
it was decided to use linear correlation, i.e., to fit the 
best straight line to the data, rather than try to find a 
more complicated relationship. The actual computations '
were carried out. on an IBM 650 computer, and the results are 
summarised in Fig.. 2.2 and Table II. , „ ■ •

"' - Curve No. ' tl. V ; ; 2. '' 3 ; . 4 ' E : 6
Load (ohms) cc 10 ; 5:. i 2 .5 1 .6 7 O .8 3

Std Dev 
; of R 3.52 3.11.' 2 .7 9 i 2 .4 9 I .38 1.30Std Dev
Of N : -i 707 8 5 4 .J 8 ,5 4 707 .559 408Correlation v 

Coeff .9 6 6 " .941 : .966 • 91.5 ... V750 .814
Std Error 
of Estimate -908 1.07 •! .8:38 1.01 .915 .759

\ ' ' TABLE II
. ... ■ ,  • Statistic.al Charaeteristics of Data \ - ■

Stopping Distance, R,: versus Speed, N
. The second step in the analysis, was to perform the same 

sort of correlation analysis of stopping distance as a func
tion of load torque for various speeds. To perform this
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analysis it was first neoessar^ to determine the output 
tongue of the motor for each speed and load oomhinatlon, :
To do this, a running light test was run on the uncoupled 1 
motor to determine the friction, and windage losses as a 
function, of speed, Then for each loading eonditlbn :the in
put power was measured, and the friction and windage and 
copper IbSSes ̂ ere suhtraoted from this, to get the.net power : 
output. - Then the output torque of the motor was computed 
from the-formula : ' :: ; - 1  ■ '

. . v,; .:T = 7 .oto.PAi: :; . . ; (2.3i:
T =  torque, ft-lbs, P = net power out, watts, n = RPM 

The load torques having been determined, the correlation 
analysis was run on the o$0 computer. The results are 
summarized in P’ig. 2.3 and Table ,iXTo: v ■ 1

Gufye NOo -: '.■ ’y' v,'l- ■ 2 : : : d';: v /- 4 6 :Speed (RPM) 1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 35OO
Std Dev ' 
Of R : ;

1,24 1-51 ' 1 .9 6 : .1,95 • 1 .8 1 2 .0 1

Std Dev 
of T

.118 ' .182 .2 3 3 • .19 6 .16 9 oH9
Correlation ■ 
Coeff. ; - :>W- 0801 0854

GO •,697

CO

Std Error 
■ of Estimate • ,833 . = 782 1 .0 2 c.972 1 .3 0 1.11

TABLE III ;
; : ' ; Statistical Characteristics of Data :

Stopping Distance, R, versus Load Torque, T
The final step in the analysis was to consider stopping

distance as a function of speed and load torque together, by
means of . a multiple correlation analysis. In other words, .
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it was desired to derive a relationship from which it would 
he possible to predict" the stopping distance.for any speed . 
and load combination, to a known accuracy. Again the actual 
computations were carried out on the 650 computer. ' The 
.least-Squares line describing the experimental data is given 
by . • /'

. R = 0 .003981? - 7 .56T + 0,608 (2.4)
R = stopping dist, rev, , If = speed, RPM, T = torque, ft-lbs 

For this line the standard error of estimate is
. SRtNT = 1-05 rev.

2.33 Discussion of results,
The primary significance of the results of the first 

two parts of the analysis is that they show that the assump
tion that speed and torque are the controlling variables was• 
correct. Thus, in Fig.:,..2.2,. forvany given 'load, stopping 
distance increases as- speed increases, as would be expected, 
and the high correlation coefficients show that the relation
ship is approximately linear. Further, it is seen that as 
load is increased,- the range of values for stopping distance 
is shifted downward, as would beiexpected. There are some 
random variations in slope and separation of curves, but 
speed and torque are clearly the dominant variables.

.Similarlyj in Fig, 2. J>, it is seen that for a given speed, 
stopping distance decreases as load increases. The lower 
correlations suggest that the relationship is not linear. A
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rough dimensional analysis suggests that a regression of 
stopping distance versus the:redlprocal of torque would be 
more accurate. However, the generator load is only a rough 
approximatioh of the actual maohihe' tool load, so a sophis
tication. of the analysis beyond linear regression seems 
pointless.. , The general point has been shown, that speed and 
load .torque are the controlling variables.. 1 . . ■;

• The results of the third part of the analysis are the 
most significant. Here is a formula from Which'It is pos
sible to predict, the stopping distance for any given torque 
and speed, and a measure of the accuracy of such predictions. 
The standard error pf. estimate is effectively the expected , 
standard deviation of stopping distances from predicted val
ues.' :Therefore, if it is‘assumed that stopping distances • 
will follow a normal distribution (there is no reason not to 
assume this), then for any given speed-torque condition, • ’ 
99.7% of the stops will differ from predicted values by less 
than + 3Sr .nt.-. . In this case, SR$RT' = 1 ,0 5 rev., so actual 
stopping distance will .differ from predicted, by more than '. • 
+•5,15 rev., only 5 stops out of 1000. The choice of + 3S 
as the tolerance conforms' to standard quality control prac-

tlCe- : v ' r  ; ' 
The above accuracy of prediction is of course dependent

on N and T being; exactly specified,' which they cannot be. , ; i
However, in evaluating the above accuracy, it will be assumed
that N and T are exactly knownl; If the obtainable accuracy
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und^r these donditiGns is not satisfactoryit will not be 
necessary to' go.any further. If the accuracy is satisfac
tory, it will then be necessary to consider the effects of. 
inaccuracy in N and T.

The obtainable accuracy is ^^*15 rev. The accuracy 
requirement is .+.01" at 10tl/min> : feed rate. With, the gear 
rati.q.v set. to give 10"/niin. at 2000 RPM^ the accuracy re- . 
quiremeht of +.Ol" corresponds to + 2 revolutions. So, even 
dssnmlng; perfect accuracy in specifying:N.:-and T, the obtain
able accuracy is not sufficient. As indicated earlier, a 
non-linear:- regre'ssion'.might give a more accurate pfedictioh, 
but scarcely seems justified in view of the other approxi
mations inherent in the experimental set-up„ Also, any im
provement in accuracy obtained by deriving a hlgher-order 
relationship would probably be nullified by inaccuracies in 
W and T.: ■ \ , ::+ " \ ' " ' - / . . i - .

2.34 Conclusion +: '.
. .. The . st opping ac curacies: obtainable with dynamic: braking 

are not satisfactory.,
2.4 Experimental Investigation - Tart II ' > - :

Dynamic braking having been found unsatisfactory, some 
other methods of braking were investigated. The method that 
follows logically after dynamic.';braking is plugging, the 
application of.reverse voltage to the armature to reverse 
the torque and stop the motor quickly.. Although simple in 
theory, plugging is somewhat’complicated in.practice, be
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cause the duration' of 'the plugging voltage must be carefully 
controlled- If the voltage is not applied.long enough, the 
motor will not stop quickly; if the voltage is applied too 
long, the motor will stop and start"in the reverse direction; 
In addition, plugging is very hard on a motor, and the high 
plugging, currents may give rise to llne-surge problems. For 
these reasons, it was decided to discard plugging,as a pos
sible braking method.

Electrical braking having been' discarded. It was decided 
to try some form of mechanical braking. For this test the 
author was able to obtain a surplus aircraft motor with a 
built-in mechanical brake. This brake was a normally-ap
plied, spring-activated friction brake that was released by 
energizing an electromagnet that pulled the brake' shoe, back 
from the drum. The motor was a 90 volt, 6000 RPM, shunt DC 
motor with an intermittent rating of 1 hp., and an estimated 
continuous rating of 1/8 hp. ;
2.4l Set-up and procedure

The motor connections were the same as in Fig. 2.1,
except that an extra contact on relay K was connected to
■ • : I ■ ' \ . .■-/ ' ■ .. .release the brake when S^ was closed and apply the brake
when Sj■was opened. The dynamic braking connection was re
tained, to obtain the maximum possible braking torque. Also, 
because of the shorter stopping distances, it was necessary 
to alter: .the'' proximity pickup . system to obtain . four pulses 
per revolution. - f> / , • .
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■ Due to the rather unusual construction of the motor, 
and time and equipment limitations, it wsts riot possible to 
load 'this motor as was done in Part I. Accordingly, it was 
decided to run no-load stopping tests, and extrapolate the 
results on the basis of the Part I results. Tests were run 
at seven speeds from 600 to 3500 RPM, making 20 observations 
at each speed. •

2.42 Data Reduction..
The data reduction procedure was. the same as in Part I, 

and consisted of running a correlation analysis of the data 
on the 650 computer. The equation for the least-squares 
line of .stepping distance, R> versus motor speed, N, is

R = 0 .00076% +O.O 25 (2.5)
The' standard 'error of estimate for this line'' is : .

; = 0:251. rev. .
The line is shown in Fig. 2.4.
: 2.43 Discussidri of.Results: ' '

The staridard error of estimate for this set of data is 
0.251 revolution, considerably better than In Part I. How
ever, this is: for. no-load. only;, there is no indication of 
the effect of.torque variations. It is possible to get some 
insight;into this from the results for Part I. Referring to 
Table II, it is seen that 8^.^ for no-load is O .908 rev., 
compared to the overall of 1 .0 5 rev. Thus, the addi
tion of the- torque variable has Increased.the standard error 
of estimate by about 15 per cent. It;seems reasonable to
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assume that, the addition of the torque variable -to the me
chanical braking problem would, have about the same effect.

' . : -%:n ^ 0-29. rev.
Since this •figure is based on an extrapolation, it seems wise 
to put in a safety factor and take Sr ;̂ t = 0.40 rev= for the 
motor with both friction and dynamic braking,
'... If N and T are exactly specified, R can be predicted ■ 
within + 3 S = + 1.2 rev. with 99-7^ accuracy. The require
ment, as before-, is t 2 revolutions. So the accuracy re- ■ 
quirement is easily.satisfied. . ; , ;

Now the. effect of variation of N and T must be investi
gated. There is no equation including torque for the me
chanically braked motor, but the probable equation can be 
determined by extrapolation from: the .results for Part I.
For the dynamic braking case

R = .OO398N - 7 .56T t 6.08 (2 .4 )
For the friction and dynamic braking case

R n 10007#  + 0t025 'i ' ' , (2 .5 )
The ratio qf slopes of the R vs. N lines is .OO398/.OOO76 - 5- 
It seems reasonable to assume that the. ratio of the R vs. T 
.slopes would be about the same. On, the basis,,of this assump
tion, the equation for R as a function of.N and T will be 
'approximately v y v.’:: ;

R = .OOO76N - 1.5T +0. (2.6)
The value of the constant, C, is not needed. On the basis
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of this equation, the error in R for given errors in N and T 
is given by - . '

a r - :̂ a n  * H a t  c a z )
: A R , A M , A T   ̂errors in R,N T

A R  = <9,00076 A N  >  J. 5  A T  (2.8)
Now it must be decided what are the probable maximum 

errors in N and T. ■ In order to keep the system as simple as 
possible, there will be-no provision for measuring and regu
lating speed directly. ,Instead, motor armature voltage will 
be set to produce the 'desired speed. The voltage necessary, 
to give the desired speed will be predicted from the spped- 
torque voltage characteristics of the motor and the torque 
characteristics of the load. The characteristics of any DC 
motor can be determined easily, and accurately from standard 
tests. For the load torque, it will be necessary to run 
tests on each individual machine, and make up tables of re
quired motor torque as:a function of feed rate, depth of cut 
and material.

The range of.motor.speeds is fpom §00 to 3500 RPM, and 
the range of•motor torques is from 0 to 0.6 ft-lbs. With ac 
curate motor characteristics, and moderately complete load 

ttorque tables, it should be possible to set motor voltage . 
with sufficient; accuracy to predict speed and torque to 
within +10% of the total range of values, or + 300 RPM and . 
+.06 ft-lbs. Substituting these values into Equation 2.8,
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the maxiMura possible el̂ ror in R is \ -'
i :'.::r := «oocS6<300)?* :a«5 y :o6)- 4

Adding this error to the prediction error already de- 
, termine.d, the, maximum possihle error ; of predic-tion in. R is 
found to be ■ ' . ; ; ' f; .. '/;v
1 ‘ R = t(i;2 t .316)7=
An accuracy of + 2 revolutions is required, so the accuracy 
specifioation has been satisfied with a fair margin of. . .. 
Vsafety<:;:v: ' . : ; '■'V';:f;'; , :V' ■ v 'a -:' "

2.44- bonciusion ' ' • / . V o' V
% e  stopping accuracy of the motor braked by a combi

nation of friction braking and dynamic braking is sufficient 
to meet .the1 specificafionso '.-VV - - " l; •'v. 0:;-f ■' ■ V ’ - V V  ̂VV
: : 2,4-5 Discussion of error VVVVo ':V.' ;v:'r' ,' '"Vf.'

This Is obviously, not a rigorous analysis and was 
never intended to be. The object of the investigatloh has 
been to .determine^ by- means of tests on the limited amount : 
of equipment available5 if the basic idea of braking a motor 
to a 'Stop > Vwithin certain tolerance and without the use of 
error correcting feedback, was feasible' and warranted fur- 
;;ther inyestigationSuch assumptions. asV were made- during -. 
the analysis were made necessary by the limitations in the 
equipment available for testing.. There were ’.two basic as- ... 
sumptions made in the course .of the experimental .investiga
tion. The first was that a resistance loaded generator 
could be used to simulate the cutting tool load. The second



was that the effects of load torque on stopping distance for 
the mechanically braked motor, could, be approximately obtained 
by extrapolation from the data for the dynamically braked 
motor. : ’ ' ■

The degree to which these assumptions are valid is not 
[-khowh;-lif - ib:; were # they would not be assumptions. However/, 
it is■the author6s contention that l) the assumptions are 
sufficiently reasonable and 2) there are enough safety fac
tors in the analysis and results, to amply Justify the • 
^statement that the; general method appears feasible,. and fur-.. 
ither Investigation i-s warranted. V : ; \ 'io -
, In view of the probable magnitude of the errors involved; 
in the - various assumptions, a rigorous examination of experi
mental errors resulting - from; measurement, errors would serve 
no purpose. It should be.sufficient to observe that all in
struments used were high quality laboratory instruments in 
good repair and calibration, and were used in accordance 
with the best laboratory procedures to Insure minimum pos
sible errors. J o ■ ' p:: ' . - ;'i:- ' ' / " p; ' J : : p;-.’
2.5 Summary ; ' - '■ V P p, 'O'' ,P "■ '' :
p : On the basis of the ' preceding investigatiOh,. the •■ Speci
fications fop the tool drive system can now be completed.
The motor will be a 1/8 hp., shunt DO motor, with a speed 
range of $00 to 3500 RPM, and equipped with an electrically 
centrolled friction brake. For roughing cuts the .gear ratio 
will be set to provide 10!,/mih. feed rate at 2000 RPM motor
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sp@ecU To achieve .finishing accuracy with this gear ratio ■ 
would require greater stopping accuracy than is obtainable. 
Therefore't^ be a second gear rati#, to provide :vi
l"/&in, feed rate at 2000 RPM. ; : ■ .

: Another factor that must be considered is the need for 
high speed motion for positioning the tool or work prior to 
cuffing.. iPMosf. tools now. being: built; provide for positioning/ 
speeds in the range of 100 to 200 inches per minute. There
fore a third gear ratioAwi 11. heneeded:: at . a 10:1 step up 
from the roughing-speed ration This ratio will provide 
/, 1 o-. ; p o si tlonlng - speed: and 3500 RPM motor speed. So it 
•is found that a three-speed gear box with a 10:1 ratio be
tween each set of gears is needed* : 1 ll-.'



; CHAPTER -III - ,"x
CONTROL SYSa?EMi / : ' '

3»1 General Description ' . ’
Now that a satisfactory braking system has been found, 

and' the- ha for the tool drive system have ' -
been set, the next step Is to. design a control:system. - In 

: making t hi s,. de s 1 gh. every ,effprt wi 11, be made ̂t a, find a % slm-: :: 
iple and eoenomical design taking fullest possible advantage 
of . the .simplicity inherent in the drive system. No attempt 
will be made to produce a final> detailed design. The over- % 
all system design will be laid out in block diagram form, -i 
and -the .‘design of .the individual blocks will be;; developed, 
only in sufficient detail to make rough - cost estimates. The 
designs offered should not.be taken' hS:' final.| they are the . . y 
designs that appear most promising on the basis of a compre- 
hensive ■preiiminaryi- study- v It is'-:likely: that in the course . 
of detailed development work even better designs would,be . ^ 
.-foundl. f v u, .V . . . y : hy , ■ . : :
' ■;. The block diagram for a two-axis system is'shown in Fig..
3.1. Such a system would be suitable for a lathe, or ordi- ::.y 
nary. milling .machine« : If controi of. more, axes - were needed, 
as for certain milling, machines> the necessary extra channels 
could be added without difficulty..;' . ̂ 1 ' . - ' . • / ;
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input data, consisting of desired displacement and 
feed rate and such auxiliary instructions as are necessary 
for the particular machine, is fed in in the form of punched .
paper or 'piastic tape. The tape reader converts this data 
to electrical pulses: which are sent to the data distributor:.- -
The data distributor amplifies these pulses as necessary and 
sends them on to the proper control elements. :i

The registers are preset counters that keep a continuous • 
record of- the position of the. tool. The position to which it 
is desired to. move the- tool is sent'from the data distributor 
and reoorded in the preset section of the register. The rate 
. signal is actually a voltage signal, calling for the voltage. ■ V 
necessary to produce the desired rate> as determined from the 
.motof and load characteristics. This Voltage signal IS sent 
from the distributor to the control amplifier, which produces .'

•y the'.specified voltage and sends it ioh to the control relays. ' 
When all the data necessary for one cut has been, read and; . 
stored as required, the control relays apply voltage;to the 
motor and release the brakes and the cut -is started.
■ - I As- the. tool moves, a digital position recorder sends
position data', one pulse per .OOi1' of movement, to the posi
tion register. These pulses are counted/ to give a contin
uous indication of tool position on the register. When the 
position indicated on the register corresponds to that re
corded in the preset section>■the register puts out a signal



to stop the motor. As soon'as the motor has stopped, the 
tape reader reads off the; next instruction# and the cycle is 
repeated. ' / n i  - ' ' ■ - ■ ~
3-2 Tape Code i '

The tape.for this system is ordinary .35mm motion picture 
film. This was chosen as being more durable than paper tape, 
and because .it is readily available. The data is punched in-' 
eight channels as shown in. Pig. 3-2. Channels 1 to 4 repre
sent four digits of displacement information. Channels 5 
and 6 represent two digits of motor voltage information. 
Channel 7 if for auxiliary command information, and channel 
.8 is for control of the tape reader. Each, complete instruc
tion is eleven columns long. In channels 1 to 6, the number 
of holes punched in each channel indicates the value of that 
digit. For example, if four holes are punched in channel 1 
in a particular instruction, the value of the first digit 
of the displacement instruction is four. Since motion will 
always be in one axis at a time, there is no need for separ- 
ate channels for x and y axes. Instead, if the first column 
in channel 7 is not punched, the data is sent to the x regis
ter, if it is punched, the data is sent to the y register. 
Column 4 of channel 7 controls the direction of count of the 
registers, columns 6,7, and.8 control the gear ratios, and. ■ 
column 11 activates the control relays to start the motor.
3-3 Tape Reader .:

Such perforated-tape' readers as are commercially avail-
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able are designed to read at extremely high speeds, and to 
start and stop quickly and accurately from these high speeds, 
and are consequently.very expensive —  $500 to $1000 being 
typical figures- For this’ systein high speed is not impor
t ant a n d  only short lehgths of tape -need be read at a time, 
so it should be possible to design a cheap, low-performance 
readeh satisfactory for this system, The basic features of . 
one such design are shown in Fig, 3«3- a -

tape is pulled over a contact roller by a Sprocket- 
dri ve System, The contact roller is grounded and the read
ing brushes (ohe for each ■chanriei) are energized so that ; 
when a hole passes, under a brush, contact is made and a pulse 
is developed across the output resistorThe sprocket -drive 
IS povfered by a rotary solenoid through a gear system such 
that ohe stroke of the solenoid advances the tape a distance 
equal to the distance between columns. The output of the 
number 8 brush is connected directly to the operating coil 
of the solenoid to cohtrol’operation in the following manner. 
In each instruction all eleven holes in channel o are 
punched, but there are no holes:punched.between instructions. 
When' a out is being made, the tape is Stopped, with the 
brushes between instructions,l#eh the cut is completed,: a ■■■• 
pulse from the register advances' the reader to the first 
hole location^ the first pulse from channel. 8 advances the 
tape to position 2, etc., until the end of the instruction. 
When the tape passes position 11 it stops, since there is ho





hole punched In channel 8. This system has the advantage 
of preventing the tape from going so fast that brush bounce 
can cause Inaccurate readings, since each successlye posl- 

. tlon in channel 8 must be read before moving on to the next 1. 

. ppsltion, :This does not absolutely guarantee that all other 
channels have been read* but makes a:skip very unlikely.
3,4 Data. Distributor Ay::v " I %

• T h e  data distributpr consists of eight cathode .follower 
amplifiers:to amplify the output pulses from the reading 
brushes, and relays to route the data to the proper units. 
Cathode followers are used because all the data pulses are 
used tO'ldrive low Impedance relay coils. The basic circuit ?• 
is .shown in Fig. 3.4= Four contacts, of relay K-l are used 1 

‘ to send displacement data to the proper register, according • 
to the presence or absence of.a hole in channel 7# column 1. 
The remaining contact pn K-l is used to lock in K-l, and K-2 
is energized by a control relay to reset the data distributor. 
The stepping switch, which is controlled by channel 8, Is ; 
used to send \the coptr© 1 pulses from channel 7 to the pfoper 4;. 
units. Column 1 pulses control K-l, column 5 pulses control 
the direction of •cpuntlng, column 6, 7, and 8 pulses control 
the gear boxes, and column 11 pulses start the motors.
Other columns in 'channel 7 are available to control such 
auxiiiary functions as are necessary. . ;•'
' 3.5, Displacement Register - ' ■ •

Since the specified accuracy'.of : the ..system' is +. 001" ,
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the 'registers/ must Vcount in increments of . 001", so a four 
decade counter is required.to allow'for a maximum displace-' 
ment of ■ 10", It is desired to record movement in either . ; 
direction, so the counter should he bi-directional- Such a 
counter : can beimosthhasily :biiilt using cold-eathode glow- : 
transfer tubes, which, for'low speed, bi-directional count
ing, offer Important:advantages over conventional flip-flop 
counters in terms of simplicity -and low cost-

. These tubes are gas-filled: tubes with j30 cathodes equally ■_ 
spaced on a circle about a central anode disc. The cathodes 
are divided into 10- main, or output, cathodes and 20 inter
mediate guide.cathodes -- two of - which are located in every 
main cathode.interval. When the tube is in operation, there 
is a glow discharge on one main cathode. Each time a count 
pulse is received, the guide cathodes are pulsed in sequence, 
and the glow moves to the next main cathode. Thus the loca- - 
tion of the glow discharge indicates the number of pulses - 
that, have been received. The tube provides visual read-out :.
by noting/the cathode that is glowing, and electrical read- 
out by virtue of'a voltage on the cathode that is. glowing..
By controlling the sequence in which the guide cathodes are 
pulsed, the tubes'ban be made to count in either direction.

A preset counter is a counter which puts out some sort 
of. signal when some specified number, previously set into 
the counter,- is reached by the counter. There are two common .. 
methods :of presetting counters. One is to set the counter
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at the complement of the desired number. Then, when the 
counter has received that number, of pulses. It passes 
through zero, and automatically puts out a pulse. For this 
system, this ;would have the drawback that each time a cut was 
completed the counter would be back at zero, and there would 
be no continuous record of the posltiph of the tool with re
spect to the machine bed. Since,two of the gear ratios 
available do'not give .001" accuracy, this factor could give 
rise to cumulative errors.

The second method, Which will prevent cumulative error, 
is to set the desired number into .a secondary counter, and 
connect the secondary counter to the main counter through a 
coincidence circuit. Then, when the main counter reaches 
the same value as the secondary counter, the coincidence 
circuit puts out a pulse, and the count is preserved on the 
main counter. For this system it is proposed to use ten-po
sition stepping switches as the secondary counter. The basic 
circuit of the register is shown in Fig. 3*5• Each decade 
of the malh.counter is represented by a rectangle, and the 
numbered outputs represent the cathodes of the glow transfer 
tubes. The complete wiring is shown for only one decade, 
but is the same for all decades.

To illustrate the operation of the circuit, suppose 
that the tool is located a 3.154" from the starting point, 
and it . is desired to move it to 4.637", from the starting 
point. Then the main counter will read 3-154 and all the
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stepping switches will be in the zero position, having been 
reset at the completion ■ of. the previous cut. There will be 
four holes punched in channel 1 of the next instruction, so 
there will be four pulses from,channel 1, to step the first 
stepping switch to position four. Similarly, there will be 
six holes in channel 2, to step the Second switch to position 
six, etc. When all the data is read in, the cut is started, 
and the main counter start s' counting, pulses from the position 
indicator. When the count on the main counter reaches 4.637, 
the AND switch receives,pulses from all four decades and puts 
out a pulse which stops the motor and resets the stepping 
switches, ■ ' ■'i '.'.- ■ ' . '

There will be relays in each decade, under the control 
of pulses from channel 7, to control the direction of count. 
The amplifiers at the output of the stepping switches may or 
may not be necessary, depending on the characteristics of 
the glow tubes used. \
3-6 Motor Control Amplifier . ...

To meet -the accuracy specifications it must be possible 
to set motor speed with an accuracy of i t 300 RPM. However, 
to provide an adequate number of feed rates, it would be 
desirable to control the speed in 100 RPM increments over 
the range of 500 to 3500 RPM. This requires that the ampli
fier be capable of supplying a minimum of thirty distinct 
voltagesand-it must be possible to specify this voltage by 
taped instructions. .This may be< accomplished by the use of
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a . voltage divider; 'such as is shown in -Pig, 2.6,' to supply 
the grid voltage for a ,thyratroii amplifier. The position of 
the stepping Switches is controlled by the number of holes 
in channels 5 and 6. By increasing the number of steps on 
the first switch, up to a hundred or more voltage increments 
could be obtained if needed. As for the thyratron amplifier 
itself, there are a number of circuits that would be suit
able, the best one for a particular case depending on the 
type of motor used and the power available.
3-7 Digital Position Indicator

The function of the position indicator is to put out . 
one pulse for every .001" of movement of the tool. There . 
are many types of indicators and pickup devices that could 
be adapted to this system, and the best one for a particular 
machine would depend largely on the construction of the ma
chine. The following design, while perhaps not adaptable to 
all machines, has the advantages of simplicity, ruggedness, 
and low cost. -

The pickup device is an Electro Model 4900 proximity 
pickup system. The pickup head is a compact, mechanically 
rugged device that can be placed anywhere on the machine.
The principle of operation of this device is that a pulse is 
put out whenever'any metal is brought within 1/8" of the 
pickup head. Therefore, all that is necessary is to find a 
shaft that makes one revolution per .001" of tool movement, 
and on this shaft mount some sort of metal projection that 
will pass by the pickup head once per revolution.
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’ In general it will not be possible to mount the metal 
pro|edtion anywhere on the drive gearing, since the ratio. of 
shaft revolutions to tool movement will vary according to 
the gear rationbeing used. Also, the backlash in the power 
gearing will cause inaccuracy in position measurement. One 
possible method of avoiding these problems is shown in Pig. .

The main feed screw A acts■through drive pawl B to move 
the tool slide., and also drives the instrument drive gear 6, 
Gear C is cut to provide the same backlash between A and C 
as between A and B. The shaft of gear 0 drives a set of 
zero-backlash Instrument gears' whose output shaft turns one ' 
revolution per .GDI of tool slide travel. By making the 
backlash.In the instrument drive the same as the backlash in 
the tool: drive, tool drive backlash is automatically compen
sated for, and the reading of the displacement register will 
.always correspond exactly to the tool position, regardless 
of the direction of motion. It should be noted that this 
system of backlash compensation requires that the loads be 
predominantly frictional, and it might be necessary, in some 
cases, to alter the tool design to meet this requirement.
3.8 Miscellaneous Components ' /:

..The control relay section is comprised of power relays 
to control- the motors and brakes, and auxiliary relays to 
resetithe control system and start the tape reader oh the • 
next instruction = '
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Ehere will be a high voltage DC supply required for the 
; count er-s and various amp lifters, and a low voltage DC supply 
for the relays and motor 'fields. ; r. ' ■

' ■•-v



, - _ CHAPTER IV ' : ' .

: ; : : CONCLUSION ' ‘ r ■ % ; /:

4,1 Summary of Complete System . • ■ ' ' - . - v
fhe 'block diagram of a complete- two-axis system, less 

power supplies> is; shown in Fig,'4.1. The operation of the • 
entire system can now be briefly summarised. 1 ;

The instructions j coded and punched on tape., are fed 
into the tape reader, where they are converted to electrical.
1 pulses. vThese pulses pass on to the data distributor, where 
they are amplified- and distributed to the proper parts of 
the system. The pulses representing the point to which it 
is desired to move - the tool are sent to the. proper register,., 
where they control the setting of the stepping switches': ;; 
which make up the preset section of the register. The pulses 
representing the desired motor, voltage are sent to the motor , 
control amplifier, where they control the setting of the 
stepping switches that set the thyratron grid voltage. Pul
ses from channel 7 of the tape:control the gear boxes.to set 
the proper gear ratioand pulses from channel 8 control the 
action of the tape reader. i - : - _ y; - '

When all the data has been read inj, a pulse from channel 
7 activates the control relays to release the brade and start 
the drive motor. As the tool slide moves, the proximity 
system puts out one pulse per .001" of tool movement, and -
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theses pulses are counted In the counter section of the reg
ister'. When the count-on the counter coincides with that on 
the stepping switches/' the register puts out a pulse to the 
control relays to stop the motor and'apply the brake.: At '
the same time the,control relays put out pulses to reset the 
control system and start the tape reader on the next instruc- 

. tion. - / - - - ■ '
■ The system will meet the following specifications: 

Positioning speed -- 175'-/min with ah 
. . accuracy of +0.1"

Roughing speed -- 2.5%/mln. . to 17 5̂"/ttln. with an
/ / "7 ' . " 7, v : 01"' .

Finishing speed . .25^/min. to 1.75"/min. with an
; > accuracy of +;0.001,!.

4.2 Cost Estimate-•' .
One of the design objectives was to produce an inexpen

sive system. In Ohder to see whether of not this objective 
has been achieved, it will be'necessary to make a rough cost 
estimate. In order to. obtain a realistic estimate of the 
cost of.actually producing the system, rather than just the 
cost of materials, the cost of similar commercial units will 
be used wherever possible, even though they may not be ex-, 
actly suited to the heeds of this system. For example, in 
estimating the cost of the data distributor, the cost of 
FFCO plug-in cathode follower units will be used.

The cost of the motors, brakes,"power and instrument
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-■■ gear trains, and necessary actuators will- toe considered as,.;
. part of the cost of the machine tool itself. This seems 
. feasonatole since a normal engine lathe or milling machine  ̂
must have a complex and expensive gear box to provide the 
multiplicity of feed-speeds neoessarsr. For. this system. - : • - 
only a three-speed.gear.box is neededand the resulting ■ 
saving should toe sufficient to absorb the cost of the add!- 

; tional items. ; . - ' , .i. ' iv-;-.; '
; The cost of the tape reader is, - difficult to ’estimate. :
The parts -alone should toe relatively inexpensive5 and the 
main oost ’Will:toe in assembly. Considering the cost of sim- ; s 
liar devices, $100 seems like a safe figure.

The cost of the data- distributor is broken down below.
:4 EECO dual cathode • .followers. ’ $ 54.00
1 Glare stepping switch . 14.00
'2; Relays- i ' : ;  ' : .. 8 .0 0

•Misc. parts; • ' -, ’ 1.00
-’■ - Assembly ’ 20.00
•: - : ; / ■ ' . Total ' $ 77.00 '

A four-decade preset counter,'similar to the registers . 
in this system' except that the reset switches are manual 
rather than stepping, is.marketed by Westport Electric for 
$4 4 9. Allowing for the extra cost of .stepping switches, it •' 
should be possible to build the registers previously de
scribed for $5 0 0. So the total cost of registers; for, a two- 
axis system will toe $1000. -

The cOst of the motor control amplif ier'IS based, on the'
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\ ■; . : ■ ': ■■■ ^  ' ' ' ' cost of a unit described by: Mergler that utilizes two C3J/A

thyratrons in a fixed-AC; plus variable-DC bias circuit,
2 Clare stepping switches $ 28.00

cvvv 2 ; 05i/A thyratrons : ■ , , • - 24.00
Mi sc. parts 10,00 '
Assembly . 50.00

' Vi: . '■ 1 Total ■ i 112.00
The.Electro Model 4900 proximity pickup systems cost

$66.00 each> and the control relays should cost no more than
$50.00. The power supply requirements are moderate both as
to capacity and regulation, and $100.00 should be adequate.
Putting in .some padding to allow for miscellaneous parts and
assembly costs, the total system cost breaks down as follows.

Tape Reader $ 100.00
Data Distributor 77.00
Registers • 1000.00

f Motor' Control.Amplifier ,, 112.00
V Proximity Pickups 132.00
• Control Relays 50.00
Power Supplies' ' ■ • • 100.00
Miscellaneous . 229■00Total $ 1500.00

This is only a rough estimate, but every effort has been 
made to'keep the estimates on the safe side, and it Is the ,
author" s belief that this '.is,a .realistic ..estimate of the cost 
of producing this system on a commercial basis.
, So it appears that this system can be produced for'a



cost of about ,$900 per axis, exclusive of the cost of the 
machine tool itself. In order to evaluate this figure it is 
necessary to compare it with the cost of similar systems 
presently being marketed, and with the cost of the machine 
tools which this system can control.

The characteristics and capabilities of commercially 
available systems vary widely, but it appears that the cost 
of systems with roughly the same characteristics as this 
system run from $2 ,0 0 0 to $2 0 ,0 0 0 per axis, with $10 ,000 per 
axis being a representative figure.. Production-type engine 
lathes run from about $2 ,0 0 0 for a 12“ lathe, without acces
sories , to as much; as $30,00 0, or more, for very large ma
chines. The system as specified has only a 1.0" capacity, 
but this can be increased, to .100" by the addition of one 
decade to the counter, at a cost of about $5 0. The cost of 
contour follower attachments for lathes is about $7 ,00 0. ,

So, the production of this system for $900 per axis 
would represent a saving of better than 50% over the cheap
est comparable system and would represent a' much greater- 
saving over most similar systems. Further, it is the opin
ion of most potential users of numerical controls that the 
cost of the control must not exceed the cost of the tool it 
is to control. This specification is easily met by this 
system, even for small production machines.
$ .3  Recommendations for Further Work

The first recommendation is that the system be built
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and tested» As was pointed out in Chapter II, the validity 
of the experimental results depends on the validity of sev
eral assumptions. The validity of these assumptions can only
be proven or disproven by actually fitting the braking system
to a machine tool. Also, the control system, though quite 
practical on paper, undoubtedly contains many problems which 
can be found and ironed out only in construction of the . 
system. It is anticipated that good use can be made of the 
Special Purpose Arizona Computer, Experimental (SPACE) in 
building the prototype control system. Through the use of 
SPACE it should be possible to quickly set up and test var
ious configurations of the control system.

There are several' areas where the use of improved com
ponents should be investigated. One possibility is the use 
of magnetic-clutch type brakes in •place of mechanical brakes. 
There are a number .of magnetic brakes now on the market 
which have proven very successful-and have a practically un
limited life. Another interesting possibility is the use of 
the new solid state,' or static, switching devices. • These 
also offer extreme reliability,: since there is nothing to 
wear out or burn out, and their mechanical ruggedness makes 
them Very suitable for use in a factory environment. The 
use of static switching devices immediately suggests the 
possibility of using• transistors in the. electronic parts of 
the system.. . . .  1 t

Next, jbhere is the possibility of using computers, such 
as SPACE or the IBM 650, to produce the instruction tapes.



As a - start^ the computer could be used to determine the an
ticipation necessary to allow for the stopping distance and 
the motor voltage heceBsarF to produce the desired feed rate.
; The ultimate aim would -be to have the computer choose the ■; 1
proper, feed rates and sequence of cuts, so the only informa- 
tioh that would have to be supplied to;the computef would be 
the type of material and the dimensions of the raw material 
and the finished piece. \ v ; .

The final recommendation odncerns the problem of refer
encing the tool with, respect to the machihe frame. In this .: 
system the function of the counter section of the registers 
is to keep.'a continuous record of the position of the tool 
with respect"to the machine bed or frame„ This requires that: 
the tool' be initially referenced to the machine frame by some 
means. This: can be done manually by a machinist* but this a 
is a time consuming process* and must be repeated every time 
the tool is replaced* or whenever the tool wear exceeds the ' ' 
tolerance . l i m i t s I f .'some automatic referencing system ‘ : . 
could be devised* it would certainly save a great deal of , 
time * and therefore, money. . a ... / ■ v a /.a':

One possible method would be to place a contact plate • 
at - some:known location on the machine frame * fora e x a m p le *  at 
a known :distance from the spindle axis. To reference the ; 
tool* it would be run to a; point opposite the contact plate* 
then run in until "it touched the- piate* at which point the 
counter would be: set at: the known distance. Whether this a
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method, or some other method, proves most practical, the de
velopment of some system of automatic referencing is'of ex
treme importance in fully realizing; the:possibilities:of  ̂
numerical' control P .. :i : ■: ; - ■ ; ■ : ;;; -
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